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National Priorities 

“America’s economic prosperity in the 21st 
century will depend on cybersecurity.”  

   President Obama, May 2009 
 

• This pronouncement has ignited a national-level focus on 
cybersecurity and the need to maximize the impact of 
R&D on our cybersecurity posture.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to welcome everyone, local and remote, to this webinar on our new program in cybersecurity. In May 2009, President Obama gave an address on securing the nation’s cyberinfrastructure. He released a report on a top-to-bottom review of the federal government’s efforts on cybersecurity, and announced that his administration would pursue a new comprehensive approach to securing America’s digital infrastructure. He observed, in his presentation, that America’s economic prosperity in the 21st century will depend on cybersecurity.��One of the results of this address was a national-level focus on cybersecurity, and the need to engage a broad set of researchers to maximize the impact of research and development on our cybersecurity posture. The new NSF program in cybersecurity, Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace, is one part of this effort.�



Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace 
Program (SaTC) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Secure and Trustworthy Cyberspace program, or “SaTC” for short, now includes support from more than just the one directorate of Computer and Information Science and Engineering. The directorate for Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences has joined this program to support, for example, research in economic and behaviorial incentives. The Office of Cyberinfrastructure has joined to support transition to practice of research results, and the Directorate of Mathematical and Physical Sciences has joined to support the development of mathematical tools and methods in the area of cybersecurity. Today, you will hear from program directors in each of these directorates: Dr. Samuel Weber of CISE, Dr. Peter Muehlberger of SBE, Dr. Kevin Thompson of OCI and Dr. Andrew Pollington of MPS, who will describe this new program.��I hope you find this webinar informative, and please do feel free to ask questions after their presentation. I now would like to introduce to you Dr. Samuel Weber of CISE.�



To protect cyber-systems (including host machines, the internet 
and other cyber-infrastructure) from malicious behavior, 
while preserving privacy and promoting usability 

 
We recognize that cybersecurity is a multi-dimensional problem, 

involving both the strength of security technologies and 
variability of human behavior. 
– We need the expertise and resources from a wide range of 

disciplines: e.g., computer scientists, engineers, 
economists, mathematicians, behavioural scientists 

 
 

SaTC Goals and Principles  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 To sum up the goals of our program succinctly, we fund research that aims to protect cyber-systems from malicious activity while preserving privacy.  Furthermore, because it is pointless to have a secure system which nobody can operate, we also need to take usability into account.Our field started with military applications, where the situation was very clear-cut: we were attempting to defend our computer systems against people who were explicitly our enemies and who were explicitly attempting to harm us.  The solutions that we focused on were primarily technological: building computer equivalents of better locks and gates.The world now is very different and much more nuanced.  Spammers, for instance, usually think of themselves as honest businesspeople who are selling useful products, even as they hire botnets to send us a flood of email.  We find ourselves having to defend our privacy from companies that we are doing business with.  Going to the websites of major reputable companies can result in your computer being attacked by malware.  Even our cars and medical devices have been shown to be vulnerable to cyber-attacks.  It is also clear that simple technological solutions cannot work: we have to consider not only whether end-users can safely use the systems that we build, but whether developers can successfully produce secure software.What distinguishes our field from most others is that we are attempting to defend our systems from other humans, who are able to intelligently counter our actions.  Physicists don’t have to worry that subatomic particles are trying to deceive them, and traditional reliability engineering concerns itself against random environmental effects, not intelligently targeted actions.  This means that we face a constantly changing field, as malware authors do read and respond to our conference papers.



NSF Cybersecurity Activities Over Time 

Trusted Computing 
FY 02-03 

Cyber Trust 
FY 04-08 

Trustworthy 
Computing 

FY 09-11 

Secure and 
Trustworthy 
Cyberspace 

FY 12- ++ 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see here, SaTC is our newest program in the long-standing NSF commitment to funding cyber-security research.  Ten years ago, in the 2002 financial year, NSF started the “Trusted Computing Program”.  This program was limited to a single division in CISE, but after two years it was expanded into the “CyberTrust Program”, and then into “Trustworthy Computing”, which were cross-cutting programs throughout all of CISE.    With SaTC, NSF is once-more widening the scope of the former Trustworthy Computing Program, and making it cross-directorate.  The total NSF funding of cybersecurity is now over $100 million dollars across various programs including SaTC, and has increased significantly since 2002.



 
Cast a wide net and let the best ideas surface, rather than 

pursuing a prescriptive research agenda 
 

Engage the research community in developing new fundamental 
ideas and concepts 

 
Promote a healthy connection between academia and a broad 
spectrum of pubic and private stakeholders to enable transition 

of innovative and transformative results 

SaTC: Program Scope and Principles  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unlike most other federal research agencies, the National Science Foundation operates in a bottom-up rather than top-down fashion: we issue very broad solicitations and fund the best ideas that the research community generates.  As a Program Director, I view our role as similar to that of a gardener:  not only selecting the best plants, but applying extra fertilizer to sub-fields which need assistance.  We also know that academic research often has difficulty making it out of the ivory tower and into practice, and we wish to make this process easier.



SaTC Perspective Goals 

• Cybersecurity cannot be fully addressed by only 
technical approaches 

• SaTC emphasizes different approaches and 
research communities by introducing 
perspectives 
– Trustworthy Computing Systems (TC-S) 
– Social, Behavioral & Economic (SBE) 
– Transition to Practice (TtoP) 
– Cybersecurity Education 

• Each proposal must address at least one 
perspective 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I said earlier, past history has shown us that we cannot consider cybersecurity as simply a technical  problem with technical solutions.  Instead, we also have to consider human behaviour, both individually and socially, and take into account how research will impact and be impacted by practice.Therefore, we have decided to make these aspects explicit, by defining three perspectives: Trustworthy Computing Systems, Social Behavioral & Economic, and Transition to Practice.  A proposal to our program must belong to at least one of these perspectives, but may involve all three.  By doing this, we don’t, by any means, want to discourage proposals that target one particular perspective.  Instead, we want to encourage researchers whose work crosses traditional disciplinary boundaries to engage with researchers with different backgrounds and expertise, and thereby enlarge and enrich the cybersecurity community.



• We encourage both single perspective and multi-
perspective proposals: 
– We will not abandon the foundational research 

directions that have been fostered by Trustworthy 
Computing. 

– We instead wish to broaden the base. 
• A successful multi-perspective proposal will most 

likely require a strong multi-disciplinary team. 

SaTC Perspectives 
Programmatic Goals 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We strongly want to emphasize this point: Trustworthy Computing aimed to foster long-term cybersecurity research, and that is still our key objective.  What we are trying to do is to widen our research base.  We also want to emphasize that, although we do want to encourage multi-disciplinary proposals, to be credible such a proposal will likely need a strong multi-disciplinary team: a perspective which appears to be simply “tacked-on” will detract from the proposal and reduce its chances of success.



National Strategy Areas 
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National Strategic Priorities  
in Cyber Security 
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• December 2011  
•“Trustworthy Cyberspace: Strategic Plan for the Federal Cybersecurity 
Research and Development Program” 

Cybersecurity R&D Themes 
Inducing Change 

Designed-in Security Tailored Trustworthy Spaces 

Moving Target Cyber Economic Incentives 



FY12 & FY13 Solicitation Language 
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“…research addressing how better to 
design into components and systems 
desired security and privacy 
properties…” 



How NSF Selects Grants 
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“NSF's task of identifying and funding work at the frontiers of science and 
engineering is not a "top-down" process. NSF operates from the "bottom up," 
keeping close track of research around the United States and the world, 
maintaining constant contact with the research community to identify ever-
moving horizons of inquiry, monitoring which areas are most likely to result in 
spectacular progress and choosing the most promising people to conduct the 
research.” 

http://www.nsf.gov/about/how.jsp  

• NSF issues very broad solicitations for 
– U.S. academic institutions, non-profit organizations, companies 

 

• NSF enables the growth of scientific communities in areas of 
national importance 

http://www.nsf.gov/about/how.jsp


How Much for Designed-In Security? 
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Fiscal Year 2010 

•40% of awards (by cost) 
•$22.3M total 

 

Fiscal Year 2011 

•46% of awards (by cost) 
•$24.0M total 



FY11 Designed-In Related Grants 
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Principal 
Investigator University Proposal Title 

Foster/Walker Cornell/Princeton TC: Large: High-Level Language Support for Trustworthy Networks 
Zhong Shao Yale TC: Medium: Making OS Kernels Crash-Proof by Design and Certification 
Clark Barrett New York University TC: EAGER: Collaborative Research: Parallel Automated Reasoning 

Daniel Bernstein University of Illinois 
Chicago TC: SMALL: Higher-Speed Cryptography 

David Brumley Carnegie-Mellon University CAREER: Towards Identifying and Eliminating Exploitable Software Bugs 
Hao Chen UC at Davis TC: SMALL: Designing New Authentication Mechanisms using Hardware… 

Yevgeniy Dodis New York University TC: SMALL: The Design of Secure Hash Functions and Block Ciphers 
Virgil Gligor Carnegie-Mellon CNS: EAGER: All Trust is Local: User-Oriented Trust Establishment 
Wenke Lee Georgia Tech TC: SMALL: A Foundational & Practical Platform for Host Security Applications 
Darrell Long UC at Santa Cruz TC: SMALL: LockBox: Enabling Users to Keep Data Safe 
Jason Nieh Columbia TC: SMALL: Improving System Security through Virtual Layered File Systems 

Patrick Traynor Georgia Tech CAREER: Protecting User Data on Lost, Stolen & Damaged Mobile Phones 
Aviel Rubin Johns Hopkins TC: LARGE: Self Protecting Electronic Medical Records 

Andrew Myers Cornell TC: MEDIUM: Higher-level Abstractions for Trustworthy Federated Systems 
Patrick Schaumont Virginia Tech TC: MEDIUM: Foundations for Future On-chip Fingerprints 

Scott Shenker ICSI UC Berkeley TC: SMALL: Practical Data Confinement 
Roberto Tamassia Brown TC: LARGE: Collaborative: Towards Trustworthy Interactions in the Cloud 

Jaideep Vaidya Rutgers TC: SMALL: Collaborative: Formal Analysis of Access Control Models & Extensions 
Moshe Vardi Rice CNS: EAGER: Automated Synthesis for System Design 
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• up to $500,000, up to 3 years 
duration, 1-3 of TWC, SBE, TTP 

• Deadline: Dec 14 2012 
Small 

• up to $1,200,000, up to 4 years 
duration, 1-3 of TWC, SBE, TTP 

• Deadline: Nov 30 2012 
Medium 

• up to $10,000,000, up to 5 years 
duration, 1-3 of TWC, SBE, TTP 

• Deadline: Jan 30 2013 
Frontier 

• up to $300,000, up to 2 years 
duration, EDU only 

• Deadline: Dec 14 2012 
Education 

Limit of 3 proposals per PI per year,  
2 from Small/Med/Frontier; 1 from EDU 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SaTC has three categories of awards: Small, Medium, and Frontiers.  Those of you who are familiar with Trustworthy Computing Program, or the CISE Core solicitations are probably wondering what happened to the Larges.  The answer is simple: we’ve decided to super-size them.  In the CISE directorate, Large awards have a limit of 3 million dollars, and we’ve replaced them with “Frontiers”, or “Extra-Larges” which go up to 10 million dollars.  In other words, you can now propose projects that are more than three times the size of a Large.Smalls and Mediums remain the same, with Small awards having a limit of three years and a half million dollars, and Mediums up to 4 years and 12 hundred thousand dollars.As usual, a researcher is not allowed to be a PI or co-PI of more than two SaTC proposals per financial year.



Relationship with Core Programs 

• SaTC is multi-disciplinary and overlaps with many 
CISE/SBE/OCI core programs 

• Decide where to submit based upon 
– Research area that proposed work will impact, not on 

motivation or application 
• Example: secure networking proposal 

– If will primarily advance networking -> NeTS 
– If will primarily advance security/privacy -> SaTC 

• NSF program officers share/transfer proposals 
between programs to ensure best merit review, 
but advisable to carefully choose target program 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you.Since our solicitation was published, we have received a number of questions.One of the most common questions is the relationship between SaTC and the various directorate core programs, and how a researcher should decide where to submit their proposals.  This is a natural question, because our research field naturally overlaps with many others. What you should do, as a researcher, is to consider the research field that your work will impact, and not its motivation.  For example, a secure networking proposal that uses standard security techniques but advances the field of networking should be submitted to the NeTS program, not SaTC.  A secure networking proposal that is suitable for SaTC is one in which the security field itself is advanced.  Similarly, a project that advances the field of program analysis to discover software bugs should not be submitted to SaTC just because some bugs are security bugs.  On the other hand, a project which used standard off-the-shelf program analysis techniques will be funded by  SaTC if it uses these techniques to make new contributions to system security or privacy.Now we know that deciding between programs can be difficult, and NSF program officers share or transfer proposals between programs to ensure the best merit review.  However, we recommend that researchers consider carefully their options, to ensure that their proposal does target the solicitation it is submitted to.



SaTC Proposal Advice 

• Make problem statement clear and relevant to 
SaTC 
– SaTC aim: “to protect cyber-systems” 
– State clearly what proposed work will protect 

against 
• Goals and abilities of “attacker” 
• Technical term: “threat model” 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, we’ve discovered that many proposals do not fare well in the review process because they have a common flaw: not making it clear what the problem they are attempting to solve is.SaTC’s aim is to protect cyber-systems.  As I’ve already said, in the current world it is not always clear the aims or motivations of the people we are protecting our systems against, or even if said people consider themselves to be our opponents.  This situation makes it even more important, not less, when writing your proposal to clearly state what problem you are attempting to solve.  Most proposed projects are attempting to defend systems against some threat, and it is important to make it clear what that threat is.  What are the aims, motivations and abilities of the people behind the threat?  Are you defending against a nation-state, or against asocial teenagers?  Are you being attacked by people attempting to transfer money from your bank account, or to use your machine to send spam from?  The traditional term for this is the “threat model”, which is somewhat misleading since threat models are typically informal.  The idea is that your proposed work can only be evaluated in relationship to the threats that you are considering.  Making this clear to the reviewers is important.



Who Can Apply? 
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• Mostly targeted at colleges/universities, 
including community colleges 

• Non-profits also eligible 
• Small businesses in some cases 
• Large businesses can be subcontractors 

 
• See the NSF Grant Proposal Guide (GPG) for 

more details 



SaTC Contacts 
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To sign up for the SaTC email list, send an email to listserv@listserv.nsf.gov with 
the text of the message being: 
    subscribe SaTC-Announce <your name> 
 For example:  subscribe SaTC-Announce Jane Doe 

Computer & Information 
Science and Engineering 

Networks and Systems 

Jeremy Epstein jepstein@nsf.gov 

Sam Weber sweber@nsf.gov 

Ralph Wachter rwachter@nsf.gov  

Theory and Foundations 
Sol Greenspan sgreensp@nsf.gov    

Nina Amla namla@nsf.gov 

Human-Centric and Artificial 
Intelligence Vijay Atluri vatluri@nsf.gov  

Social, Behavioral & 
Economic Sciences Peter Muhlberger pmuhlber@nsf.gov  

CyberInfrastructure Kevin Thompson kthompso@nsf.gov  

Mathematical Sciences Andrew Pollington adpollin@nsf.gov  

Education and Human 
Resources 

Victor Piotrowski vpiotrow@nsf.gov  

Engineering Zhi (Gerry Tian) ztian@nsf.gov 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve set up a mailing list for SaTC, which we will use to send infrequent notifications about events that might be useful to researchers in our community.  In order to sign up to this list, you should send email to listserv@nsf.gov  with the message shown on the slide.Also shown here are the names and email addresses of all the SaTC Program Directors.  If you have specific questions about the program, feel free to contact the Program Director whose area is most relevant.And now, we’ll take questions from our audience.  
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